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This paper argues against the use of phonological underspecification in
feature matrices on the basis of speech error data. Stemberger 1991

argues that phonological underspecification influences the similarity of

phonemes. He claims underspecified features do not count toward
similarity, based on an analysis of phoneme confusions in a naturally
occurring speech error corpus. Using the same corpus, I show that a
similarity metric that does not employ underspecification provides a
better account of the data. This similarity metric, originally proposed in
Frisch, Broe, & Pierrehumbert 1995, is sensitive to featural redundancy
but does not omit redundant features. In this metric, redundant features
contribute less toward similarity than contrastive features. These results

show

that redundant features play a role in predicting speech errors,
and thus that phonological representations must encode redundancy
and not exclude it.

Introduction

1.

specification have

Traditional approaches to feature

distinguished distinctive

features from redundant features. Broe (1993, chapter 4) provides an extensive

review of the evolution

We

can draw from

in the treatment

of redundancy in generative phonology.

his discussion the

following two conclusions.

First,

some

phonological processes have been shown to be sensitive to the status of a feature
as

distinctive

or

redundant.

Thus,

redundancy

phonological representation. Second, redundant

coded by omission of the feature specifications
called

UNDERSPECIFICATION, Kiparsky

in

must
features

be

encoded

in

the

are traditionally en-

underlying representations (so-

1982; Archangeli 1984, 1988). Broe ac-

must be encoded in phonological representations, but
method of encoding redundancy using underspecification. The use of
feature blanks to encode redundancy creates a number of formal problems for
phonology (Broe 1993:193-209). Broe proposes STRUCTURED SPECIFICATION,
where the redundancy of features is encoded hierarchically, and redundant

cepts that redundancy
rejects the

features are not omitted
In addition to its

from the phonological representation.

use in formal linguistic theory, underspecification has been

applied to problems in speech production (Stemberger 1991a, 1991b, 1992, 1993),

speech perception (Lahiri
tion

(Dinnsen 1993). In

&

Marslen-Wilson 1991, 1992), and language acquisipropose an alternative analysis to Stemberger

this paper,

I

1991b using structured specification (Broe 1993). In particular, Stemberger 1991b
proposed that underspecified features have less influence on the similarity of
consonants, and hence speech error rates, since underspecified features are blanks
during early portions of the derivation. However, he did not consider the effect
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minimal contrasts
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would have on

he examined.

I

similarity outside of the small number of
demonstrate that computing similarity using

structured specification provides a more accurate prediction of error rate than

measures of

similarity

based on underspecified feature matrices, when the entire

corpus of phonological segment errors are examined.

Underspecification

1.1

Underspecification refers to the practice of leaving blanks in feature matrices

which are filled in during the course of the phonological derivation. There are
two types of underspecification which are generally practiced: CONTRASTIVE
UNDERSPECIFICATION and RADICAL UNDERSPECIFICATION. In contrastive
underspecification (Steriade 1987), non-contrastive features are
feature matrix. For example, the

English

is

predictable, since

A

redundancy

logical derivation.

out of the

consonants

marked

would be
phonodevoicing coda conso-

as [±voice] but sonorants

rule [+son] -> [+voice] applies during the

Some phonological

processes, such as

nants in German, are proposed to apply before the redundant voicing feature
filled in,

in

sonorants are voiced. Thus, in contrastive under-

all

specification, stops and fricatives are

underspecified.

left

feature of sonorant

[+voice]

is

with the result that coda sonorants do not devoice in German.

Radical underspecification (Archangeli 1988) proposes that one value for

each feature

considered the default and

is

representation. For example, [-voice]

is

always

is

left

blank

in

underlying

considered to be the unmarked value of

voicing in obstruents, so voiceless obstruents are underspecified for voicing. In
radical underspecification, the [-voice] specification

which marks any consonant without a voicing

is

inserted by a default rule

feature

contrastive underspecification, predictable features are also
in sonorants is also underspecified

and

filled in

as
left

[-voice].

As with

blank, so [+voice]

by a redundancy

rule.

1.2 Structured specification

In structured specification, feature blanks are used solely to represent that a seg-

ment

is

undefined for a particular feature. For example, [±ant]

is

irrelevant for

encoded in the REDUNDANCY
HIERARCHY. Properties which were formerly encoded by blanks are differenlabials

and so

is

not specified.

Redundancy

is

tiated formally in the hierarchy.

Given a segment inventory and a

set

of features, the redundancy hierarchy

for that set of segments given that feature set can be

The hierarchy

is

based on the

a featural representation.

partial ordering

The

unambiguously determined.

of natural classes of segments given

natural classes are ordered

larger natural classes contain smaller ones.

I

by

set

containment:

exemplify the algorithm with a simple

vowel inventory. The interested reader should consult Broe 1993
more rigorous treatment of the set theoretic and graph theoretic ideas
employed here. Consider, for example, feature specifications for a three vowel

case, the three
for a

inventory {a,

i,

u}.'
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vowel inventory.

high}

There

is

a dualism between sets of segments (natural classes) and sets of

features in the lattice.

The

hierarchical set containment relationship

between the

natural classes corresponds to an inheritance relation for the features that define

{[+back]&[+high]}. It
and by the natural class
{a, u} which is {[+back]}. The natural class {u} inherits the feature [+back] from
the natural class {a, u} and it inherits [+high] from {i, u}. Through set containment
and feature inheritance, the lattice represents redundancy structurally. For example, {[+front]} = {i} is contained by {[+high]} = {i, u}. Thus, every segment
that is [+front] is a member of {[+high]}, in other words [+front] => [+high].
those natural classes. For example, the natural class {u}
is

contained by the natural class

{i,

Featural redundancy can be 'read off

The

which

u},

of

is

{

is

[+high]

}

the lattice.

representation of the phonological inventory using features and natural

knowledge required to classify phonological categories
way. Any domain where objects can be defined on the basis of distinctive properties could also be represented using the redundancy hierarchy and
lattices. In general, work in cognitive psychology has focussed on constructed
feature sets which are orthogonal, so that there is no redundancy. It is hoped that

classes does not treat the
in a special

applying the formally coherent representation of redundancy using structured
specification to create a redundancy sensitive metric of similarity in this paper will

encourage work which examines the

effects

of redundant

versus distinctive

information in general cognition.
1.3

Representation of the English consonant inventory

The feature assignments
Appendix 1. All features

made with

I

use for the English consonant segments are given in

are

monovalent

three goals in mind. First,

English consonants.

Many

I

features.

The

feature assignments

of the features are thus familiar ones from

Halle 1968 and Jakobson, Fant,

&

were

attempted to represent the natural classes of

Chomsky

Halle 1952. Second, the features are based

&
on
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articulatory or acoustic properties. While articulatorily based features

have been
Keyser 1989 discuss a number of acoustic correlates of
many of the features used here. Third, all segments had to be individuated. The
feature inventory is thus rich enough to distinctively identify every segment. The

&

the standard, Stevens

classifications presented in
all

Ladefoged

&

Maddieson 1996 were used

as an over-

guide. Features are grouped into second order feature classes (see Frisch 1996,

chapter

2, for a detailed discussion).

There

is

a well defined

redundancy hierarchy

Displaying such a hierarchy graphically

is

for the English

impractical,

however, as

consonants.

it is

extremely

large and complex.
2.

Similarity

Features represent

degree

the

two segments.

of similarity between

If

two

segments share a feature, they pattern together for any phonological phenomena
that

depend on

that feature. Further,

auditory contrast, then there

ments

is

if

features are

grounded

in articulatory or

a degree of 'superficial' similarity

between seg-

that share a feature. Psycholinguists typically use simple feature

in quantitative

arguments for

similarity effects (e.g.,

Shattuck-Hufnagel

counting

&

Klatt

1979) and have compared different feature representations by comparing their
predictions for similarity

1991b). In this paper,

Broe,

&

I

(e.g.,

van den Broeke

&

Goldstein 1980, Stemberger

present a model of similarity originally proposed in Frisch,

Pierrehumbert 1995 that has significant empirical and conceptual ad-

vantages over feature counting models.

The model I adopt computes similarity using the natural classes of the
redundancy hierarchy (Frisch, Broe, & Pierrehumbert 1995). Thus, features still
play a role in determining similarity, but relations between features influence
similarity as well. Computing similarity using the redundancy hierarchy takes into
account the distinctive or redundant status of a feature. Redundant features have
less influence

on

similarity than distinctive

ones

(Frisch, Broe,

&

Pierrehumbert

1995). In computing similarity over the redundancy hierarchy, conjunctions of
features in addition to individual features contribute
similarity.

to

Conjunctions of features have been shown

the
to

determination of

influence similarity

judgments (Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth 1977; Gluck & Bower 1988; Goldstone,
Medin, & Gentner 1991; see Goldstone 1994a). Connectionist or spreading activation models of similarity can capture the influence of conjunctions of features
(Gluck & Bower 1988, Goldstone 1994a). The metric of similarity I adopt is a
closed form alternative to connectionist models for computing the similarity of
segments (Frisch 1996).
2.1

Similarity in the redundancy hierarchy

The

similarity

model

I

employ computes

similarity

based on shared and non-

shared natural classes.
shared natural classes
(5)

similarity

-

shared natural classes + non-shared natural classes

84
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In the natural classes model of similarity, the self-similarity of every
is 1,

by assumption, and

metric in this model.

similarity

ranges over

[0,1].

segment
is symthe three vowel

In addition, similarity

We can compute sample similarity

values for

inventory. Similarity values for the three vowels based on the lattice

above are given

in

Table

Table

1:

1

Similarity of {a,

i,

u} using natural classes.

shown
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their role in defining distinctive

natural classes.

By computing similarity over the natural class structure, three degrees of
redundancy are differentiated. The first case is a TOTALLY REDUNDANT feature.
A totally redundant feature adds no new natural classes to the redundancy
hierarchy. The feature [+round] in the three vowel inventory has this property.
The addition of a totally redundant features does not affect similarity. Totally
redundant features are not independently contrastive. A feature can also be
PARTIALLY REDUNDANT. A classic example of partial redundancy is found in
the voicing of sonorants. The feature [+voice] is redundant for sonorants, but

[+voice]

is

contrastive for obstruents.

voiceless consonants, but contrastive
features have a reduced effect

always obstruents, the

set

{

on

Similarly [+obstruent]

among voiced

similarity.

[+obstruent]

}

z>

is

redundant for

ones. Partially redundant

Since [+voiceless] consonants are
{

[+voiceless]

}

.

When

determining

between voiceless obstruents, they will have a shared natural class due
to the [+voiceless] feature, and a shared natural class due to the [+obstruent]
feature. By contrast, when determining similarity between voiced obstruents, they
similarity

will

have a shared natural

class

for

[+voice]

and a shared natural class for

[+obstruent], as well as a shared natural class for [+voice]&[+obstruent]. Thus,

all

other things being equal, the voiceless obstruents are less similar to one another

than the voiced obstruents. Features like [+voice] and [+obstruent] in the previ-

ous example, or [+high] and [+back] in the three vowel inventory, are NONREDUNDANT with respect to one another. Note that redundancy can only be determined with respect to a particular segment inventory and feature matrix. The

form of the redundancy hierarchy, and consequently the similarity values, change
on a context dependent basis. Some languages employ voiceless sonorants, and
in those languages, [+sonorant] is a non-redundant feature. Non-redundant features have the greatest effect on similarity, as they contribute natural classes
based on their individual features, as well as conjunctions with other features.
2.3

We

Synergistic effects in similarity

saw above

that

non-redundant features increase

similarity in a

more than

When

segments share two non-redundant features, they share
three natural classes. When segments share three non-redundant features, they
share seven natural classes: {[+F1]}, {[+F2]}, {[+F3]}, {[+F1]&[+F2]}, {[+F1]&
[+F3]}, {[+F2]&[+F3]}, {[+F1]&[+F2]&[+F3]}. When segments share n nonlinear

manner.

redundant features, they share 2"-l natural classes.
Synergistic effects of multiple feature matches on similarity have been found

& Hayes-Roth 1977,
Gluck & Bower 1988) and in direct similarity judgments (Goldstone, Medin, &
Gentner 1991). The synergy of multiple feature matches has been modeled using a
SIMPLE AND CONJUNCTIVE FEATURES MODEL (see Goldstone 1994a). This
model counts features and conjunctions of features toward similarity. This is
identical to the natural classes model in the case of non-redundant features. The
natural classes model has an advantage over the simple and conjunctive features
in

experiments on categorical cue learning (Hayes-Roth

86
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encountered among the features. This synergistic

property has also been modeled using network of spreading activation models of
similarity

&

(Gluck

Bower

1988, Goldstone

1994a).

The

lattice

representation

provides a close match to the implementation of similarity by spreading

An

acti-

comparison of the natural classes similarity model and a
spreading activation model can be found in Frisch (1996, chapter 3).
vation.

2.4

explicit

Similarity of English consonants

Using the redundancy hierarchy derived from the feature specifications given
above (which was not displayed as a lattice due to its size and complexity) and
the natural classes similarity model, I computed the similarity of all English consonant pairs. Appendix 2 presents the pairwise similarity of the consonants of
English that I will be using in the analysis of speech errors below. I believe that
roughly comparable similarity values would result from different feature assignments in the natural classes model, but I will show that these feature assignments
make a good prediction of speech error rates.
3.
I

English speech errors and similarity

compare

the natural class similarity

model with a number of feature-based sim-

models, using different assumptions about the nature of phonological repre-

ilarity

sentations, and

show

that the natural classes

model provides

a better prediction of

error rate than any other model.
3.1

Data and Measure

A speech error is

a spontaneous unintentional deviation from the intended utter-

ance. Phonological speech errors are errors which are based on phonological

shape. Examples of phonological speech errors are given in

(6),

the error

is

pre-

sented along with the intended target in parentheses (errors taken from Fromkin
1971).
(6)

a.

correcting (collecting)

b.

a

c.

plan the seats (plant the seeds)

hunk of jeep

In this paper,

I

(a

heap of junk)

examine a corpus of single segment

errors

between two con-

is such an error.
segment error has a TARGET, the intended phoneme, and an INTRUSION, the erroneous phoneme which is actually produced. For example, in (6a)
the target is /l/, and the intrusion is hi. Stemberger 1991a presents a confusion
matrix of single segment consonant errors caused by the interaction of one segment in the utterance plan with another. Examples in (7) are from Stemberger
1991a. Interactions can involve the ANTICIPATION of one segment for another

sonants published in Stemberger 1991a. The example in (6a)

Each

single

(7a), the

CHANGE
(7)

PERSEVERATION

of a previously uttered segment (7b), or an EX-

of positions by two segments (7c).
getting such bad luck

a.

setting

b.

about six seat (about six feet)

c.

like

...

box (bike locks)

Frisch: Against underspecification in speech errors
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The errors in (7) provide evidence that sentence production involves some
degree of advance planning in phonological production. For an anticipation error
segment must be accessible at the time of the error, even
though that particular segment is not due to be immediately produced. See Levelt
1989 for a review of error evidence in a model of language production.
to occur, the intruding

Appendix

3

shows the

distribution of a total of 1273 single-segment inter-

action errors published in Stemberger 1991a.
the left column.

The

intrusion

many

segment

The

target

segment

is

indicated in

given across the top row. Informal

is

in-

between similar segments, and few
occur between dissimilar segments. However, the absolute number of errors is
deceiving, as some segments are much more frequent in speech, and in speech errors, than others. A measure of error rate which factors out base rate of occurspection indicates that

rence

is

errors occur

needed.

1 use a measure of error rate which compares
which are observed to the number that would be expected if
consonants were to substitute for one another at random. Random chance is
determined by assuming using the actual frequencies of segments as targets and
intrusions in the error corpus being studied. For example, /p/ is a target in 84
errors, so the probability of /p/ as a target is 0.066 = 84/1273. Similarly, lil is an
intrusion in 69 errors, so the probability of /if as an intrusion is 0.054 = 69/1273.
The relative probability of a /p/-/f/ error is thus p(p,f) = 0.00358 = 0.066 x 0.054.
The expected number of errors for each pair is:

Following Pierrehumbert 1993,

the

number of

errors

p(x,y)
(8)

Expected(;c, v)

=

• Total errors
^i*jP{xi,yj)

Note

that the extra factor 2,#jp(xi,yj)

is

included because some of the expected

frequency based solely on chance includes expected errors between identical
consonants. Errors between identical segments,
ted, so a certain

factor

is

if

they do occur, cannot be detec-

amount of the marginal probability

is lost

from the

total.

The extra

used as an adjustment to distribute errors by expected frequency over

non-identical pairs. In other words, expected counts of consonants

with themselves are assumed to be zero and the other expected values are
creased to insure that the

total

number of

errors

is

all

interacting
in-

correct.

The ratio of the number of observed errors to the number of expected errors
(O/E) provides a measure of error rate which factors out the frequencies of targets
and intrusions. The measure of O/E is a measure of the error rate between consonants independent of their frequency.

Observed(x,y)

=

(9)

O/E

3.2

Natural class similarity and interaction errors

Expected(x,y)

Table 2 presents aggregated

total

numbers of

actual errors

and expected errors for

different levels of similarity in Stemberger' s corpus of interaction errors:
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the contrasts he examines could be predicted

by similarity and un-

derspecification on a case by case basis.

Stemberger makes the following assumptions about

similarity

(Thompson

1995):
(11)

1.

Shared specified, but not underspecified, features increase

2.

Different
similarity.

specified,

but

not

underspecified,

decrease

2

f

For two consonants where one feature

3.

similarity.

features

specified, similarity

is

less

one under
than between two consonants which are
is

specified and

both underspecified.

The

similarity

model which

these assumptions

is

is

closest to the natural classes

model

that satisfies

the metric of similarity in Pierrehumbert 1993, given in (12).

I

take this to be the implicit model behind Stemberger' s discussion, since this model
satisfies all

of the assumptions in

(1 1).

shared features
(12) similarity

=
shared features + non-shared features

Stemberger' s feature assignments are based on a survey of contemporary
literature involving underspecification as well as feature

his feature

geometry.

I

simply adopt

assignment as representative of the effect that the assumption of

underspecification has on similarity and feature assignment in linguistic theory.
Similarity

was computed using Pierrehumbert' s metric

for radically underspecified,

contrastively underspecified, and fully specified feature matrices.

Due

to

space

limitations, details are not presented here (see Frisch 1996, chapter 8).

Stemberger 1991b claims that specified features have the greatest effect on
and that underspecified features have a smaller influence. Stemberger'
model thus involves errors at two stages, before and after specification. Other
plausible models of similarity involve a single stage using specified features under
either radical underspecification or contrastive underspecification, and a model
similarity,

based only on the fully specified similarity computed with analogous features.
of these models can be compared to the natural classes similarity model.
3.4

All

Simple models

There are three simpler models of speech errors which we might prefer to use for
parsimony. The first I call the FREQUENCY MODEL, which assumes that similarity
is not a factor in errors, and the predicted number of errors is equal to the number
expected as computed above. Since similarity is a well known factor in speech
errors, this model has a poor fit but it is included as a baseline to show how much
of the error rate is accounted for solely by base rate of occurrence. The second
model is the SIMPLE FEATURE MODEL. In this model, similarity is based on simple
place, manner, and voicing contrasts, as mentioned in section 3.2. This model has
only four distinct similarity values. The third model

MODEL.

This model

is

is

the

based on the same features used

COMPLEX FEATURE

in the

computation of

^
M

Frisch: Against underspecification in speech errors
similarity over natural classes, given in Appendix 1, but instead
computed based on shared and non-shared features (equation 12).

Model comparison and

4.

91
similarity

is

results

All models are compared by fitting them to Stemberger's 1991a consonant confusion matrix. Each model is fit with a non-linear regression to predict the actual
number of errors for each pair, with the expected number of errors and similarity

as predictor variables.

The

regression equation

is:

(13) Observed = Expected x (A + B x Similarity)
In the case of Stemberger's

(14)

two stage model,

the equation

is:

Observed = Expected x (A + B x Underspecified Sim +

These equations are roughly equivalent

C

to linear regression

x Specified Sim)

on O/E, however

using non-linear regression gives the greatest weight to consonant pairs that

have either a large number of actual

errors or have a large number of expected
O/E is unstable for small values, which makes it unsuitable for use in regression. The regression was performed on unaggregated data. The models aterrors.

tempt
sion.

each consonant pair as target and intruand parameters for the frequency model and all

to predict the actual error rate for

Table 3 shows model

fits

similarity models.

Table

3:

Eight models of Stemberger's corpus of consonant speech errors.

Model

92
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other models. Thus

model

it is

is
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1

1

for determining similarity.

However, the natmodel, and all

far superior to the simple feature

not that the additional (secondary) features are not

rel-

evant, or that redundant and/or default features are underspecified, but that feature similarity does not properly differentiate features by contrastiveness

and remodel does. The additional assumptions of
the natural classes model, where redundancy can be found to various degrees and
therefore has gradient effects on similarity, are supported by the data.

dundancy the way the

natural classes

NOTES
* This

work was supported by NSF Grant No BNS 9022484

University and by

NIH

Training Grant No.

DC

00012

to

Northwestern

to Indiana University.

I use all monovalent features The use of two monovalent features,
and [low] is notationally equivalent to using a single bivalent feature
[±high]. See Frisch (1996, chapter 2) for a detailed discussion of the issues.
1

In this paper,

[high]

2

Note

that this situation does not arise for

monovalent features

It

can only occur

with bivalent or multivalent features.
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2.

Similarity of English consonant pairs using the natural classes model.
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3:

Confusion matrix of interaction errors from Stemberger 1991b
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